
creations. Other events were added: 
an evening banquet, an afternoon 
trip into whatever community sur-
rounded the venue, a talent night, a 
poetry night,  and one special eve-
ning to honor those eighty and 
older Elders. 
At first, honoring the elders was 

fairly simple. Usually each elder was invited to say something 
about herself and to share a piece of wisdom. At first there 
might have been 10 or 12 elders 80 and over). Little by little, 
the numbers grew as more and more attendees aged into the 
honored elders group. By the time I reached 80 in 2019, the 
numbers had more than doubled and the honoring had 
evolved. Each woman had a “sponsor” to lead her up to her 
chair on the raised platform 
(good idea as some women 
could be a little mobility chal-
lenged). There were special 
token gifts for each honored 
elder; there was also a gift 
table supplied by items 
brought by attendees. Every-
one was called up by dec-
ades to choose their gifts, 
beginning with the eldest. 

Then Covid19 came, and 
lots of things changed. 
Crones Counsel went to 
Zoom, managed by the 
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T he spelling is correct — we were a community 
“counseling” together, not a hierarchical “council”; 

we were a community conceived around the idea that old 
women had stories to tell one another, stories they perhaps 
had never had space to tell before. 

 
MY FIRST COUNSEL 

My first Counsel was in 1994 in Silverdale, Washington. It 
was the second Crones Counsel; I was 55. That first one was 
fairly simple, with a large group gathering in the mornings of 
each of the three days — a time to tell our stories. Later there 
were some workshops, some folks with creations to sell in the 
hallways, and a sort of mass “croning” ceremony welcoming 

new women into the community 
of “powerful, passionate and 
purposeful” old women. 
Over the next decades, Crones 
Counsel became more and 
more organized, and more and 
more complex. Storytelling was 
still the core of Crones Coun-
sel; what changed was the way 
the rest was done. We met in 
conference centers, and then in 
hotels. Workshops were now in 
extra rooms, and there were 
several each day to choose 
from. A room was provided for 
artisans to show and sell their 
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HOW CRONES COUNSEL  
EVOLVED, con’t from Page 1 
board. Some women who were not comfortable with Zoom 
didn’t attend, and the price for attending plummeted since we 
were not to be in person. It is now 2023, and it seems that this 
year we will once again meet in person after three years on 
Zoom, Unfortunately it also is apparently going to be the last 
Crones Counsel. This saddens me a lot, since Crones Counsel 
is a community and I will miss the women that I saw once a 
year for more than 20 years. I will miss being part of the mar-
ketplace with the things I create, visiting with the other vendors 
whom I have come to know well and whom I care about. Ap-
parently part of it is that hotels are way too expensive, and 
there are fewer women attending the Counsel. It is compli-
cated work for the board to do the tasks of finding a venue, 
getting all the paperwork in place for insurance and to cover 
all the exigencies with food, marketplace, extra rooms and 
various workshops. 

I believe another reason is that the Counsel had become 
way more complex than it needed to be. One person who 
headed up the board for a while produced some marvelous 
but intricately complicated events that doubtless cost rather a 
lot of time and money to create. Add to that a Counsel board 
that must’ve been pretty burned out after three years of creat-
ing the Counsel on Zoom, so I think the decision was made to 
let it all go. 

I’m hoping we can change their minds when we attend 
this year. I believe Crones Counsel is unique. Where else is 
there a group of old women, dressed in colorful “crone 
clothes”, telling their stories to one another, sharing their gifts 
of workshops and creativity, and generally loving one another 
year after year even without meeting more than once a year 
for a few days? We have a history. 

@ 

A Love Letter  
to My Crone Mentors  

by Cronechick Daughter 
 

T he best mentors in my life have been Crones: 
Marge, Marilyn, Karuna, Susan Ann, Lee, Rita, Sue, 

Diane, Grace, Jackie, Joan, Vanessa, Andrea, Laurie, Kari, 
Nere, Ramona, Enid, Alice, Ruth, mARTa, Kianna, Di, Susan, 
Annie, Suzanne, Tara, 
Judy, Kaya, Carol, Anne, 
Jana, Betty, Ila, Ann, and 
so many more, including 
and especially my one 
and only “Cronechick” — 
my mom, Christina. 

The advice they’ve 
given me has been in-
valuable and sometimes, 
there was no advice asked for or given, just a quiet holding, 
a listening, a check-in, with heart. They have all made time to 
listen to me, encourage me, support me. They’ve made time 
to try to understand me, cheer me on, steer me in the direc-
tion I want to go. And when I’ve chosen wrong, they are still 
there, to learn as I learn, to laugh when I laugh and some-
times, when I don’t want to laugh, they help me to get to a 
place where I CAN laugh. Crazy how sometimes they could 
and would and did say just the right thing, even when I didn’t 
know I was looking for advice. 

From these mentors I have learned patience, kindness, 
and understanding. They have broadened my mind, given 
me food for thought, and shown me the way to be my best. 
They have been role models for aging, for living a life with 
passion and purpose. They have shown me how to face my 
fears, to be strong, to ask for what I need, to expect more 
from myself and from others. They model how to live with 
pain and yet go on day-by-day enjoying life in spite of what it 
throws at me. 

They are always there to answer my questions or to ask 
questions of me, which have helped me realize the answers 
are usually already inside of me. 

Thank you Dear Crones! 

@ 
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Mentors Over the Years  
 by annie Lehto 

 

M y first mentor was Ruth, the director of the YWCA, 
when I was in high school. I led a sixth-grade girls’ 

group and taught swimming and arts and crafts in the summer 
for the Y. I was also a camp counselor. A lot of what I did 
seemed to come naturally, but I learned a lot about supervis-
ing groups and working with the girls’ parents from Ruth. She 
counseled me whenever there was a problem with any of the 
girls and so I learned from her how to deal with various per-
sonalities and conflict. In the summer of my senior year, I 
babysat her six-week-old son full time. I learned how to be a 
mother from Ruth by observing how she handled motherhood 
and a full-time job. Her son Jeff was the ring-bearer at my 
wedding just a few years later. 

Then came many, many years without a mentor. It wasn’t 
until Crones Counsel in 1995 that I found women I could look 
up to and learn from. At every gathering since, the elders were 
full of wisdom and I quietly soaked it up. I was too shy, at first, 
to ask many questions, but their every word was listened to 
carefully and I was able to glean much wisdom, as well as 
practical advice. I needed role models for positive aging, for 

effective and successful aging. Wow, 
did I ever get what I was looking for 
at Crones Counsel!  I count many of 
the elders I met in the last 25 years 
as exceptional role models. They 
provided guidance that I didn’t even 
know I needed. I also learned much 
from other Crones Counsel Board 
members, women I met from all over 

the United States (and a few other countries), as well as mem-
bers of my local Crones Circle. They all have given me a new, 
sometimes different, sometimes thought-provoking, insight and 
perspective on growing older. 

I’m fortunate to have had the opportunity to mentor some 
younger women. My daughter and granddaughters for sure, 
and other women I met at work or in other groups. I’m not 
sure just how much wisdom I have been able to impart but it’s 
always wonderful to talk with women of all ages, mostly about 
growing older and how to manage that area of life that awaits 
us all. Discussing all of life’s issues — pleasurable and chal-
lenging — is a joy, and gratifying. Now that I am almost an 
Elder, I appreciate even more when someone asks for my 
opinion.  I’m forever grateful for the loving support I have re-
ceived at every Crones Counsel gathering.   
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Memories of Esta  
by Karuna Chapman 

 

W ell, I feel a little gypped. I first met 
Esta at a Crones Counsel Na-

tional Gathering, maybe Portland, some 
years ago. I thought she embodied the god-
dess Pele very well. At the same gathering, I 
got to admire her wonderful Batiks. Esta 
designed them and had them made in Bali. 
What colors! Vibrant and full of life, like Esta herself. 

I don't really know a lot about Esta. I know she had a 
much-loved farm on the Big Island of Hawaii, I know she 
loved Bali, and I know she enjoyed engaging with people. In 
our brief conversations, I came to admire her adventurous 
spirit and complete disregard for money. Esta was a really 
good communicator. She was the first to respond to any 
emails I sent about our circle and she made a point of letting 
me know she expected to hear from me if she sent me an 
email. She didn't pull her punches and I truly enjoyed that 
kind of clear communication. 

Recently Esta joined our online Crones Circle. That was a 
treat! Although slightly hampered by a 90 plus year-old body, 
Esta brought her brilliant mind and strong planetary advocacy, 
spurring us on to expand our awareness of practices not in the 
best interest for us or the planet. She recommended books and 
movies which were 
thought provoking and 
rich discussion opportuni-
ties. Her enthusiasm for 
life was contagious and 
stimulating. She  was a 
firecracker. Then she was-
n't, and the silence was 
deafening. 

Well Esta, Blessings 
on your heavenly journey. 
I am delighted to have 
enjoyed your company 
for a brief moment and 
yes, I do feel a little gyp- 
ped that I didn't have the opportunity to enjoy your friendship a 
lot longer. Joy be with you.  @ 

Mentors, Teachers  
and Crone Memories 

 
By Maggie Dickson 

 

M y mentor is the universe. And 
Crones Counsel is a big part of my 

universe. When I think about mentors in my life, 
my thoughts range far and wide. I’ve never been able to sin-
gle out only one or two mentors. Probably hundreds of hu-
mans have been my teachers. Not all at once. Some lasting, 
some not. Some alive, some dead. Some in person, some 
through books or music or movement or film or visual arts.  
My teachers are also the earth, trees, stars, sea. As I said, the 
universe.  

Some have taught me about kindness, resiliency, about 
accepting and standing firm. About allowing anger and grief 
to exist, even along with joy. I’ve learned about accepting 

paradox and uncertainty. Mostly I’ve learned to be me, the 
one and only unique Maggie. At the same time, I ’m just one of 
the whole, the common, and part of the universe. 

Crones have mentored 
me on my path of aging. My 
first Crones Counsel was 
years ago at Asilomar. My 
roommate was Lydia Gallick. 
She was 92 at the time. I 
was in awe. 92! And she was 
so alive, so vibrant, so aston-
ishing to me who had never 
known a 92-year old who 
was like Lydia. Hmm . . . I 
remember thinking  . . . old 
age is not to be feared. It can even be embraced.  

I’m not yet 92. “Only 84,” albeit “an elder.” But in the 
course of my journey, through many years participating with 
gratitude and enthusiasm in our gatherings, I have been men- 
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@ 

@ 

where we shared our stories and spoke 
our truth without judgment, to the Hon-
oring Ceremony celebrating the Elders, 
to the Forums where Crones shared 
their wisdom in workshops, to the Fol-
lies, an evening of entertainment that 
was often poignant and hilarious, to the 

Artisans’ Bazaar where artists sold their 
handmade products, to the Empty Chair 
holding space for women who had 
made their transition and were with us 
in spirit,  and where I placed a photo of 
my mother on the chair and instantly 
felt her presence, to the Altar, a tradi-
tion where we placed an object 
brought with us to symbolize our con-
nection with Crones and to take it 
home imbued with the energy of the 
Gathering, to the Ending Ceremony 
when I realized that I had received the 
gift of over one hundred Crone Soul-
Sister-forever friendships.  

Based on what I learned over the 
years attending Crones Counsel Gath-
erings, I was inspired to create Wise 
Women Circles and Retreats in Florida. 
Still active today, the spirit of Crones 
Counsel has reached and transformed 
many women gathered together in sis-
terhood connection and I am so very 
grateful. 

 

tored by the awesome aging women at 
Crones Counsel. I cannot name them all. 
They are legion. The women on the 
Mother Board through the years are to be 
applauded. The storytellers have taught 
me to laugh and cry and carry on. Many 
workshops were invaluable. The wisdom 
circles taught me about the many facets 
of wisdom shared by these wise women. 
Oh — and the drumming! As I journey 
through my old age, I continue to wander 
for months at a time in my RV, and can 
often be seen (if anyone is nearby) drum-
ming and rattling, greeting the spirits as 
the sun rises. Or sets. Or in between. 
That’s me, I’m guessing  . . . in between. 
I’ve risen, but not quite set. And as my 
time to set approaches, I think it will be 
eased by remembering the incredible 
teachings of my sister Crones. 

Crones Counsel Mission spoke to me, 
“Crones Counsel, Inc. is dedicated to 
claiming the archetype of Crone 
through the creation of gatherings that 
honor and advance the aging woz-
man’s value to society.” Now that is a 
“Mission Statement!”  

As I delved deeper, I could almost 
hear the laughter of the women in the 
photos having what looked like the 
time of their lives, full of joy and free to 
be in the moment of shared fun and 
friendship. This unbridled display of 
connection and togetherness affirmed 
the description of Crone and inspired 
me to follow my intuition and most of 
all my heart and I signed up for the 
24th Crones Counsel National Gather-
ing in Denver, Colorado. I had lived 
briefly in Evergreen, Colorado, in 1975 
and remembered the beauty of the 
gold leaves of the Aspen trees and the 
uplifting energy of the Rocky Moun-
tains.  This might be another reason to 
return to Colorado and to check out 
what a Crones Counsel gathering was 
all about!  

Fast Forward to Crones Counsel 
2016 CCXXIV Denver, Colorado. From 
the moment of the Opening Evening 
Session, when our speaker so warmly 
welcomed us with sincerity and love I 
felt was directed to each one of us, to 

Fond Memories of 
Crones Counsel 

by Patricia Alton  
 

L ittle did I know 
that on that 

Spring Day in 2016 
while perusing Facebook I would come 
across a post that would change my life 
for the better! Crones Counsel — Celebrat-
ing Wise Women popped up and the smil-
ing faces on the banner made me pause 
and take a look. I was intrigued by the 
Welcome description, “Annual gatherings 
about women of age, for women of all 
ages, sharing stories enriching connec-
tions to ourselves, each other, and the 
world.” The description called to me and 

CRONE MEMORIES, con’t. from Page 4 
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improved and earlier end-of-life discussion through pallia-
tive care, expanding hospice care for patients’ and families’ 
needs. After Julien’s own release into death in 2008, I feel 
the ongoing impact of Julien’s passion for her shared 
knowledge of deep thanatology and in how I cared for my 
own family in their dying process. 

Julien first introduced me to Crones Counsel’s Salt Lake 
1998 gathering. She modeled how to actively participate in 
developing open/closing ceremonies, drumming circles, and 
how she gave value to all rituals. She encouraged me to 
share topics of death as transformation and care through 
the dying process workshops. I have attended other Crones’ 
gatherings through the years. Like many, I experienced your 
process of sharing collective wisdom from heart talks, songs, 
drumming, art, performances. These continue to enrich and 
shape my life’s path these last 30 years.  

Julien also brought the Labyrinth into our lives with her 
giant painted 20’ x 20’ canvas. She and family would take 
the folded Labyrinth to parks and gathering halls in the area. 
With ambiance and ritual, she shared the wisdom of a self-
guided meditative spiritual practice with any curious onlook-
ers. In 2012, we were grateful to be able to share the Laby-
rinth canvas again. We had space to roll out and walk the 
Labyrinth for our practice and to honor Julien throughout 
that Crones gathering. Today a full-size, inlaid cement Laby-
rinth is one of the healing gardens of our hospital campus. 
Since 2008, patients, families, and caregivers have taken 
time for mindful walking practice on the Labyrinth. Thank you 
to Julien for sharing that wisdom. 

Julien also gave me all of you by introducing me, family 
members, and friends to the Crones Counsel Gatherings. I 
have shared many experiences with you at Crones Counsel 
Gatherings through the years. Following Julien, I took part in 
our local Cancer Wellness House classes. On Wednesdays 
with Julien, as her scribe, I witnessed her ability to create a 
healing environment during her chemotherapy infusion ses-
sions. And in sharing aebelskiver pancakes breakfast with 
Julien and family, she gave the gift of undivided attention. 
She had a passion for sharing her knowledge, curiosity, and 
wisdom in stories. 

ACCORDING TO MARY OLIVER 

Instructions for Living a Life 
by Meg Randle 

 
Pay attention  
Be astonished  
Talk about it  
 

W hen I read Mary Oliver’s 
short poem, I felt this is Mentoring defined by 

all who walk our path. Here are a couple of Crone Moth-
ers who gave the gift of mentoring me then and now:  

 
1. PAY ATTENTION  

“In Goddess We 
Trust” the pin on my 
jacket said. Early 
Crone Mother and 
Mentor of many, 
Julien Puzey, ob-
served outloud with 
a questioning look. I 
nodded without 
having a response. I 
was only just visiting 
as the hospice 

nurse on call for Julien’s mother. In our short time to-
gether, I felt a deep wisdom and wanted to know more 
from her. After my chance meeting, our friendship and my 
mentorship would last decades. She gave me a reading 
list and warned me that most of her friends weren’t able 
to keep up with it. I joined several in Julien’s backyard 
geodesic dome for a weekly healing drumming circle.   

Julien referred to herself as a “recreational thanatolo-
gist”. I had to look up the meaning! Thanatology is the 
scientific study of death and practices including needs 
and care for the dying and families. She had a deep con-
nection and desire to better understand the impact of 
death from the loss of several dozen family members to 

  MARY OLIVER, continued on Page 7  
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2. BE ASTONISHED  

When I first met Enid  
Williams, she introduced   
herself as transitioning her 
power animal from “tiger” to 
“meadowlark.” I was aston-
ished by Enid. Like many of 
you, I saw her insatiable curi-
osity for all things new, fun, 
healthy and her unfailing 
love of nature. She recog-
nized the value of the family that she created through 
Crones Counsel.  

At Asilomar, we stood together on the early morning 
beach, smiling while modifying yoga poses to keep the 
sand out of our faces. By divine design, we found out we 
were in St. Louis’s nursing schools, about 30 years apart. 
We shared our nursing backgrounds and she shared her 
willingness to offer workshops about healthy aging and 
advance-care directives. I knew then that I would look to 
find ways to be around her energy. Observing her wonder 
and astonishment in her movement, talk, song, laughter, I 
learned how she lived life and gathered wisdom and was 
willing to share one on one and in small and large groups.  

I felt lucky to be put on her long list of recipients of let-
ters and packages decorated with recycled art and cards. At 
the Portland Gathering, Enid shared how healing it was to be 
with her Crones family upon returning to some of her difficult 
childhood memories. I admired Enid for her lifelong passions 
and persistence, no matter what the world gave her.  

Many can attest that Enid seemed to embrace life with 
joy and astonishment. In her nineties, she courageously 
relocated and started her new life with dear friends back 
East. In her final chapter, Enid was returning a library book 
on a wet rainy day. She had a serious fall. Her dear, well-
chosen friends were there to support and care for her 
through the end of her life. With grace and humor, and 
even curiosity, she approached her death in a way that I 
can only hope for when it’s my time.  

3. TALK ABOUT IT  

In 2011, the first year after 
my father died, you Crones em-
braced my mother, Anita, in her 
new widowhood. You all took 
notice. You mentored me as 
you shared stories of loss and 
caregiving. Your experiences 
were what I needed, as I was on a new path. I felt heard as 
we talked about the challenges of healthcare work during 
our COVID pandemic. You were touchstones in the changes 
brought about by Anita’s memory loss and through her 
gentle ending of her life journey. On December 31, 2021, I 
then offered a toast to yet another mentor, Anita. I wit-
nessed my mother’s peaceful release into death sur-
rounded by love and family.  

To all of you as mentors, including sister/friends Col-
leen Jimenez and Colleen Bryan and Lauri Rowe, cousin 
Jill Hayhurst and Wise Crone Mother Kianna Bader, I am 
grateful. The Crones Counsel impact ripples out to touch 
more than could ever be named or listed. Know that you all 
are seen and heard.  

We all continue to mentor as we give attention, share 
astonishments and refine our relationship to life and aging 
in all its uncertainty.   

May we all be there to walk one another home.  

MARY OLIVER, continued from Page 6 
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So Many Mentors in My Life 
By Suzanne Gruba 

 

M entors … what a thought-
provoking topic. The dictionary 

defines mentor as a trusted counselor, 
guide, tutor or coach. Synonyms include 
coach, counsel, tutor or shepherd. Yes, I do 
admit that I feel like a lost lamb at times! And interesting to 
note, the use of the word “counsel.” Is that what Crones Coun-
sel is about? 

Throughout my life I have had many mentors long before 
I knew the meaning of the word! Teachers, aunts, older 
friends, supervisors at work. Not surprisingly almost always 
women. 

There was Mrs. Meyer in the third grade who took me to 
the county spelling bee in a nearby town knowing that my 
parents who were farmers could not take time off to do that. I 
imagine that she had to arrange for a substitute teacher for 
that day because it was an all-day event. I placed third in the 
county spelling contest beating out my cousin from another 
school. Also, my picture was in the local paper smiling in a 
new outfit that my godmother, Natalia, had made for me! 

As I think of the women from many Crones Counsel Gath-
erings, many qualify as mentors. There were so many connec-
tions with lovely women that enriched my life for years to 
come. I have memories of women on the board who men- 

tored me many a time, supporting me in innumerable ways 
with my work for Crones Counsel and advising me in my per-
sonal life as well. Things like little notes of gratitude that often 
arrived in the mail and phone calls advising me to “hang in 
there Suzanne!” 

I was actually an official mentor for a student in her last 
year of high school. We met weekly during her last semester 
and it was a very rewarding experience as she was the first in 
her extended family to actually graduate from high school. A 
few times during that semester she considered dropping out of 
school to get a job to help support her family. I convinced her 
to stay in school so that she could get a better job after 
graduation. I went to her graduation ceremonies and my hus- 
band and I actually attended her party with her family. I met 
with her after she graduated and she had gotten a good job! 

In work situations two supervisors stand out as being 
mentors. These women took me under their wings as I was a 
bit of a challenging employee at times, being brash and impa-
tient. But because of those women I was able to be a more 
productive employee. 

To all the wonderful mentors in my life, I say thank you, 
thank you, and thank you!    @ 
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Crones Counsel Gatherings  
By Karuna Chapman    

 

I  thought writing about attending 
Crones Counsel Gatherings was 

going to be easy, a piece of cake. As it 
turns out, it isn't. The first time I stood on a 
stage to share in the big circle, I found my-
self completely silenced. I just stood there 
and gazed out at a sea of faces. Most were new to me. I didn't 
feel frightened or shy, No, instead I felt filled. As I looked and 
looked at you all, it wasn't what I was seeing but what I felt 
that remains strongly with me all these years later. 

I felt connected to each one of you deeply in my heart 
and the silence was filling my soul. There was acceptance, 
interest, curiosity, warmth, and more — something bigger than 
all of us, something worth just taking some time to recognize 

My Mom and I 
By Andrea Hartwig 

 

I  attended my first Crones Counsel at the age of 43 
with my mother who had been attending Crones 

Counsel events since 1999. The event  was in Albuquerque and 
the theme that year was “Weaving.” The event was in a beauti-
ful hotel and Old Town Plaza, with shopping and restaurants 
easily accessible. You can bet we took full advantage of that! 

My mom had always raved about her experiences at 
Crones Counsel and she entertained me with many stories 
detailing how these annual events transformed her in so many 
ways. As a busy young professional, I was used to running at 
200 MPH — usually on an almost empty tank — so it was hard to 
get me to slow down enough and take time off. The event was 
right around my birthday, so my mom sweetened the deal with 
the promise of a road trip and birthday celebration. We love 
our time together and we travel really well together so that 
sealed the deal! 

The first thing I noticed was that the women were all so 
authentic. The way that the women communicated with me and 

and allow. I felt your love filling me up and going back out to 
each of you through my eyes and my heart. If I had to sum it 
up, it might be “coming home” in which home is a welcoming 
safe place of warmth and comfort. This is what we have to 
share with each other. This, for me, is Crones Counsel. 
 
THE JOY OF BEING SEEN  

Over the next few days, I was to discover the joy of being 
seen as valuable, with something to share, something of inter-
est. I learned the joy of asking for and receiving a standing 
ovation for nothing more than just being me. I have never met 
another woman at Crones Counsel Gatherings who did not 
have something valuable and of interest to share, not one. 

So after all the talent and fun and deep discussion and 
fabulous creation at every gathering, after the honoring and 
circling and laughter and reluctant good byes, it is still that 
very feeling from the first time that lives on and is rekindled 
again and again as we gather. That’s what Crones Counsel is 
for me. Thank you, I am deeply grateful. 

MY MOM AND I, continued on Page 11 

each other was interesting because the focus was not on “who” 
you were in terms of any social status, or what you did or used to 
do as a career — it was a focus on the person who was present 
now and a sharing of the inner self. It was as if all the façades 
and layers one has to go through to get to know a person and 
trust a person were completely irrelevant in this community. 

Everyone seemed to appreciate everyone else and sup-
port of their sister crone (or crone in training in my case). I had 

@ 
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In Memorium 2023 

Lydia Gallick 

Jackie Gentry 

Esta Feedora Sunny Harper-
Owen 

Ramona Adams 

Gay Barker 

Shauna Adix 

Ginger Child 

Linda Brockett 
(Mnimaka) 

Phyllis Clifton 

Diane Cornell 

Connie Dawson 

Joan Forest Dottie Hoffman 

Christina Horst 

Enid Williams & Ann Emerson 

Marvelle Kaplan 

Lin Fairchild 
(no photo) 

Nancy Parsons Kraft 
(no photo) 

Ruth Robertson 
(no photo) 

Vita Laumé 

Lee McRae 

Gay Medina 

Meera Messmer 

Irene Miller 

Judith Neihart 

Julien Puzey 

Telia Nunn 

Sally Reed 

Betty Rockwell 

Maggie Rowlett 



not experienced this kind of unconditional acceptance before. 
During storytelling some women told stories that were heart-
breaking. Some told stories that were funny. Everyone spoke 
from the heart. I was so touched, I got in line myself during story 
telling and spoke about the impor-
tance of holding the hope and not 
giving up. No wonder my mom 
loved this group so much! I was 
hooked. 

My favorite part of this event 
was my crone circle. I met the sweetest women and everyone 
was so supportive of each other that it was easy to share and 
even shed a few tears. The road trip home was also memorable. 
We listened to Native American drumming on the drive, proc-
essed the event, and met some young hippies traveling in a bus. 
After the event, I was on a high that lasted quite some time. This 
has been a common feeling after every Crones Counsel for me. 
I would even call it almost an euphoric feeling that I  take with 
me after each event. 

Two years later my mom and I again attended a Counsel 
together in Salt Lake City and worked another road trip into our 

plans. This event was 
on campus of a uni-
versity, which re-
sulted in a diverse 
combination of 
young and old peo-
ple hanging out in 
the same places. 
There was hiking 
close by, and the city 
was so beautiful, but 
chilly as I recall. I 
especially enjoyed 
the drumming and 
dancing in the 
chapel. The freedom 
of being in such a 
nourishing environ-

Patricia Weller 
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Marjorie Speece 

Barbara Test Etta May Wiedeman 

ment where everyone accepts each other lends itself to a lot 
of fun self-expression, and some great pictures! 

I went on to attend three more Crones Counsel events 
(2013 in Pacific Grove, 2016 in Denver, 2018 in Bellingham) 
before my mom and I agreed to be the organizers of Crones 
Counsel 2019 in Tucson, Arizona.  

         None of us could have imag-
ined that this would be the last 
event for many years due to the 
COVID pandemic. It was also quite 
a labor of love! Putting on the an-
nual event is a lot of work and we 

both learned so much. In the end, although the numbers 
were smaller than previous years, the feedback was very 
positive with many saying the smaller more intimate event 
allowed for greater cohesion and connection in the group. 
This sense of connection is one of the strengths of this group. 
It does not matter how long it has been, when we see each 
other again, it is always such a joy!  

My mom and I will attend the Crones Counsel final 
event in Las Vegas and I hope to see many of my crone 
friends there. It is very sad to think of this organization end-
ing but I prefer to think of all the good times and amazing 
experiences it has brought me, my mom, and others and  
focus on being grateful to all the women who have made it 
possible for the past 30 years.   

MY MOM AND I, continued from Page 2 

My favorite part of this event    
was my crone circle. I met the     
sweetest women ... 


